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“Since Asmodeus was one of the top criminals on the criminal list, any 

member who succeeds in eliminating him will be rewarded five–

thousand contribution points. Hand me your badge and I will input the p

oints into it!” Alfred added. 

The Dragon Corps would often need a group of capable martial artists to

 eliminate criminals like Asmodeus, and upon 

success, the contribution points would be divided amongst those who we

re involved. Since Leon had managed to complete the 

mission on his own, he would be rewarded all the contribution points, w

hich was a rare case in the Dragon Corps. 

“Sure,” Leon said before handing Alfred his badge. 

Alfred walked to his desk and inserted Leon’s badge into a 

slot on the computer. Leon’s information popped up on the screen, and s

hortly after, five–

thousand contribution points were placed under Leon’s name. 

“Alright. It’s done!” Alfred said before handing Leon the badge. 

“Mister Glasbey, I heard from Master Haslewood that contribution point

s can be used to trade rare herbs here in the Dragon Corps. Is that true?” 

Leon asked. 

“Yeah, that’s true. What are you looking for?” Alfred said. 

“I plan on trading my points with an Angel’s Fruit. Are five–

thousand points enough?” Leon requested. 

He had only attempted to earn contribution 

points with the sole purpose of obtaining the Angel’s Fruit, so he was de

termined to trade the points with the fruit as soon as possible. 



“That’s more than enough. Rare herbs usually only need two–

thousand points!” Alfred nodded. 

“That’s great! How long before I can get the fruit?” Loen was overjoyed 

to learn how easy it was and how few points it would cost him. 

“Well… I can’t say for sure. Maybe a mouth or a few months. It shouldn

’t take longer than six months, though!” Alfred said. 

“What?! It takes that long?” Leon’s smile froze in place. 

An Angel’s Fruit was just as rare as any herb that had grown for over a t

housand years, and Leon recalled that Mister Haslewood obtained a thou

sand–year–

old Ganoderma through the Dragon Corps within three days‘ time. 

Leon 

was confused as to why it would take so long for him to obtain an Angel

’s Fruit. 

“Well, you are at a pretty low level as an Ordinary Dragon Guard… The 

Dragon Corps won’t spend too much time or resources on looking for an

 Angel’s Fruit for you…” Alfred explained. 

Though the Dragon Corps kept previous herbs for unforeseen situations, 

most of them were ordinary herbs that had grown for three to five hundr

ed years. 

It was unlikely for the Dragon Corps to be in possession of something as

 rare as the Angel’s Fruit. 

It was simply for Leon to trade his points 

for the Angel’s Fruit, but if it were unavailable in the Dragon Corps stor

age, they would need to search for one on Leon’s behalf. 



Master Haslewood was a well–

respected individual, and the Dragon Corps was willing to locate a thous

and- year–old Ganoderma at all costs, but it was different for Leon. 

His level of employment was far too low for the Dragon Corps to prioriti

ze his request, and he could only wait patiently. 
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“I see.” Leon finally understood his situation after listening to Alfred’s e

xplanation and felt troubled. 

He thought that all he needed was sufficient contribution points to obtain

 the Angel’s Fruit via the Dragon Corps and did not expect to wait becau

se of his low status in the organization. 

He was far from reaching the Golden Core Phase, and he could afford to 

wait for a few months; however, if the Dragon Corps failed to locate an 

Angel’s Fruit within three months, it may hinder Leon’s progress in his t

raining, and that was the last thing Leon wanted. 

“Mister Glasbey, is there a way for me to raise my status within a short s

pan of time?” Leon asked. 

“Sure! Considering your situation, you can be promoted to a Platinum D

ragon Guard right away!” Alfred 

said. 

The Dragon Guards that worked for the Dragon Corps were divided into 

five classes: Sky, Earth, Platinum, Gold, and Ordinary. 

An Ordinary Dragon Guard rated the lowest with the power level of the 

Overlord State, which was the lowest requirement for one to enter the Dr

agon Corps. 



Above that were the Gold Dragon Guards, consisting of 

martial artists in the Emperor State. 

The Platinum Dragon Guards were mostly powerful martial artists in the

 Almighty State, and in the southern region, the Platinum class was the h

ighest one could reach. 

Alfred, himself, was a Platinum Dragon Guard, and he was one of the m

ost powerful individuals among Platinum Dragon Guards. Hence, he was

 given a certain extent of power. 

“What?!” 

“So you are saying that I can become a 

Platinum Dragon Guard right now? Are… are you serious?” Leon was 

shocked. 

“Of course! Once a member rises to the Almighty State and has accumul

ated five–thousand contribution points or above, they get to apply 

to become a Platinum Dragon Guard! However, five–

thousand contribution points will be deducted once you are promoted to 

a Platinum Dragon Guard,” Alfred said. 

“But… but I’m not in the Almighty State yet…” Leon blushed. 

Not only was he not in the Almighty State, but he was also far from reac

hing the Overlord State and even further from the Almighty State. 

“You aren’t at the Almighty State yet? That can’t be!” Alfred was surpri

sed. 

He knew the extent of Asmodeus’s strength with the aid of his Cuff of D

oom; it would likely require a team of at least two martial artists in the A

lmighty State to defeat him. Considering how Leon defeated Asmodeus 

on his own, Alfred assumed that Leon was at the Initial or Intermediate 



Almighty State, so he was surprised to find that Leon had not reached th

e Almighty State. 

“It’s fine, though. If you can defeat Asmodeus, you are not far from reac

hing the Almighty State, anyway! Besides, a promotion relies mainly on 

contribution points. There are no fixed requirements for one’s power lev

el! In any case, if you want to, I can promote you right now!” Alfred sai

d casually. 

The Dragon Corps valued individual power and contribution, so one’s p

ower level 

was not the main focus. Moreover, Leon was recommended by Master H

aslewood, and Alfred did not mind lowering the bar out of 

respect for Master Haslewood since Leon’s contribution 

points were sufficient for the promotion. 

What he was unaware of 

was that Leon had not even reached the Overlord State, and had he know

n about it, he would have never agreed to give Leon a 

promotion so casually. 
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“Well…” Leon wavered. 

Such an opportunity would not come easily, and 

he desperately wanted to become a Platinum Dragon Guard. However, t

his would require him to sacrifice five–

thousand contribution points, which meant that he would not have any p

oints left for the Angel’s Fruit. 

Alfred saw through Leon’s concern and smiled. “Don’t worry, Leon. Bei

ng promoted as a Platinum Dragon Guard and obtaining the Angel’s Frui

t 



don’t contradict one another! I will send my men to start looking for an 

Angel’s Fruit from today onward! You can keep earning contribution po

ints during our search and once we obtain it, you can trade 

it with your points!” 

“Yeah. That’s true!” Leon agreed. 

As Alfred had advised, Leon could be promoted to a Platinum Dragon G

uard and trade his points for an Angel’s Fruit once he accumulated enou

gh points again. 

“By the way, the Platinum Dragon Guards are the highest level of emplo

yment available here in the southern region branch. If you become a Plat

inum Dragon Guard, I can employ more resources and manpower, into t

he search, which would shorten the length of time needed by at least half

!” Alfred added. 

“Sure! Mister Glasbey, please proceed with the promotion!” Leon finall

y made his decision. 

“I happen to have a spare Platinum Dragon 

Badge. I will edit your information right now.” Alfred nodded and walke

d over to his desk to retrieve a badge from his drawer. 

The badge had a similar texture to the Dragon Guard Badge, and the onl

y difference was that apart from the word ‘Dragon‘ carved onto the surfa

ce, there was the word ‘Platinum‘ carved into the back of the badge. 

It was a far more exquisite badge in comparison to the Dragon Guard Ba

dge, and it symbolized the identity of a Platinum Dragon Guard. 

On top of that, there were a total of five levels among the Platinum Drag

on Guards, and Alfred was a second- level Platinum Dragon Guard. 

Leon, on the other hand, was a fifth–

level Platinum Dragon Guard, which meant that he was lower in status c

ompared to Alfred, but the two were both Platinum Dragon Guards. 



Sometime later, Alfred swiftly edited Leon’s information 

and handed Leon his new badge before taking Leon’s previous Dragon 

Guard Badge. 

“Leon, you are a Platinum Dragon Guard starting today! I should be intr

oducing you to your colleagues and announcing your success in 

eliminating Asmodeus, but since you are non–

staff personnel, it’s best that you keep a low profile. I hope you understa

nd,” Alfred said thoughtfully. 

“Sure. That’s what I want. Mister Glasbey, if this is all, I shall take my l

eave now,” Leon said before leaving the office. 

As soon as he walked outside, he bumped into two men in their late thirti

es around the corner. 

Baam! 

The two men were in a hurry and bumped directly into Leon. 
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Leon was caught off guard and was far too weak in comparison, so he fe

ll backward before he could register what had happened. 

The two men fumbled slightly but anchored themselves soon after. 

“Kid, are you blind or something?!” A rough–looking man roared. 

“You two are the ones who are blind!” Leon scowled and stood up in fru

stration. 

“How dare you argue…” The man was furious, but his companion stopp

ed him before he had the chance to lose his temper. 



His companion, on the contrary to the man, looked gentle and understan

ding. “Abraham, it’s just a small accident. Why are you getting all riled 

up?” The man said before flashing Leon an apologetic smile, “We are in 

a bit of a hurry, young man. We didn’t mean to bump 

into you. Do forgive us.” 

“It’s fine.” Since the other man seemed friendly, the tension 

on Leon’s face eased, and he strode off. 

Abraham was agitated as he watched Leon leave. “Oliver, why did 

you do that? I don’t even recognize that kid. He is probably a new ordina

ry Dragon Guard. He has no manners at all! It’s bad enough that he didn

’t bow when he saw us. Why 

would you apologize to him? That doesn’t make sense!” Abraham protes

ted angrily. 

He did not know who Leon was, but since Leon seemed young, he had a

ssumed that Leon was an ordinary Dragon Guard. 

Both Abraham Scottson and Oliver Jelphs were second–

level Gold Dragon Guards, and all ordinary Dragon Guards were require

d to bow to them. However, Loen had not shown them any respect, and 

Abraham was fuming. 

“Forget it. We are in a hurry to see Mister Glasbey, so just let it go!” Oli

ver shook his head with a smile. 

He knew that Abraham was hot–tempered, so he did not bother arguing. 

“That’s right! We need to keep our heads in the game!” Abraham’s rage 

depleted as soon as it 

rose, and he immediately darted toward Alfred’s office with Oliver. 

Inside the office, Alfred poured himself a glass of water after Leon left a

nd heard someone knocking on the 

door. 



Oliver and Abraham came in and bowed. “Greetings, Mister Glasbey.” 

“Oliver? Why are you two here?” Alfred asked in confusion. 

“Mister Glasbey, we heard that one of the top eight criminals, Asmodeus

, has been eliminated! Is that true?” Abraham asked hastily. 

“That’s right! Asmodeus is dead. His death will be announced later and I

 will inform the central region branch to remove his name from the crimi

nal list!” Alfred nodded. 

Asmodeus was one of the criminals on the criminal list, and there were a

 total of five regions in Sky County. Apart from announcing Asmodeus’s

 death, he needed to inform the Dragon Corps branches in other regions. 

about it as well to prevent them from wasting resources on the search for

 Asmodeus. 
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“That’s great! The gods are just! He is finally dead!” 

Both Abraham and Oliver burst into joyous laughter at Alfred’s words. 

Oliver was usually composed but seemed more excited than Abraham an

d started tearing up. 

Two powerful martial 

artists had been killed on the mission to eliminate Asmodeus in the past, 

and one of them was Oliver’s elder brother, while the 

other one was a relative of Abraham. Hence, when they heard that Asmo

deus had been killed, they both rushed to see Alfred in person. 

“Mister Glasbey, who killed him? Where is this person right now?” Oliv

er asked eagerly, desperately wanting to find the person who avenged hi

s brother. 



“Well…” Alfred hesitated. He could empathize with how the two men b

efore him felt, but Leon preferred to keep a low profile, and Alfred was i

n no position to tell them anything about Leon. 

“Oliver, it’s classified information! Don’t ask 

any more questions,” Alfred said. 

“Classified? Why?” 

Both Abraham and Oliver were shocked and turned to look at each other

 in confusion. 

Asmodeus was one of the top criminals in Sky County, and anyone who 

managed to eliminate such a threat should be proud of themselves. They 

could not understand why Alfred would hide the person’s identity. 

“It’s just classified! There’s no specific reason!” Alfred rolled his eyes. 

“But… Mister Glasbey, you know our background. Please tell us who ki

lled Asmodeus. We want to thank this hero in person,” Oliver pleaded ea

rnestly. 

“Yeah! Just tell us, Mister Glasbey! We promise that we will never 

breathe a word to another soul!” Abraham begged. 

“But…” Alfred took a sip of his water and fell into silence. 

Though Leon’s identity was best concealed, he understood how Oliver a

nd 

Abraham felt, and it would be unreasonable for him to deny them the ch

ance to show their gratitude. 

Since Leon had been promoted and became a Platinum Dragon Guard, h

e would need two subordinates to assist him, and Abraham and Oliver w

ere perfect for the positions. Since the two were to become Leon’s subor

dinates, it did not seem to matter for them to learn about Leon’s true ide

ntity. 



“Alright, I will tell you! Leon Wolf was the one who killed Asmodeus. 

He’s the young man who just walked out of my office! I’m sure you’ve r

un into him just now, right?” Alfred said. 

The two stepped into his office almost as soon as Leon 

left, so it was not hard to guess that the three 

had run into one another outside the door. 

“What? Him?!” 

“How is that possible?!” 

Abraham’s and Oliver’s jaws dropped. They both knew how powerful A

smodeus was and that only martial 

artists in the Almighty State or above could defeat him. 

None of them had ever expected a young man like Leon to be the hero w

ho defeated Asmodeus. It was so far beyond their imagination that they s

truggled to comprehend Alfred’s words. 
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“Why isn’t it possible? Leon is a Platinum Dragon Guard now and I inte

nd on making you two work for him! He will be your direct superior fro

m now on!” Alfred explained. 

Since Leon was non–

staff personnel, he would not be seen frequently at the base. Alfred had a

rranged for two men to work for Leon to assist Leon whenever Leon was

 in need, but mostly he wished to reach Leon. through Oliver and Abraha

m whenever there was a mission for Leon. 

“He is a Platinum Dragon Guard?” 

“What the…” 



Oliver and Abraham were stunned. 

Abraham, who bumped into Leon earlier, thought that Leon was only a n

ew Dragon Guard and mocked him for 

having no manners. Had Oliver not stopped him, he would have tried to 

fight Leon. 

To his bewilderment, Leon turned out to be a Platinum Dragon Guard, a

nd to make things more awkward, Alfred had arranged for them to work 

under Leon. Needless to say, Abraham felt both uncomfortable and 

shocked. 

“What’s wrong with the two of you?” Alfred asked in confusion. 

“Nothing.” 

“Mister Glasbey, we will report to Mister Wolf right away.” 

Oliver recovered from the shock and left the office with Abraham. 

Not daring to delay another moment, the two instantly ran in the same di

rection Leon went. 

Meanwhile, in the holding cell at the National Security Department, Leo

n stayed behind because he had yet to settle the matter concerning the Bl

ack Gorilla. 

At the moment, he was questioning the Black Gorilla in the hope that he 

would admit to his crimes. “Black Gorilla, this is your last chance! Admi

t to your crimes and repent for your mistakes. I will get the Dragon Corp

s to release you in a few years if you do. Otherwise, you will remain 

here for the rest of your life!” Leon said coldly. 

He 

knew that an infamous thug, the Black Gorilla, had done unspeakable act



s, but the collection of proof would take too much time, and it would be i

deal if the Black Gorilla were willing to admit to his crimes. 

“It’s not happening! Don’t try to scare me, Leon. I don’t scare easily! I’

m warning you. Let me go right now, or I’m filing a complaint against y

ou to a Gold Dragon Guard or Platinum Dragon Guard!” The Black Gori

lla sneered in contempt. 

“Why you…! You just won’t give up, would you? File a complaint if tha

t’s what you want to do. I look forward to seeing what you are capable 

of!” Leon sneered. 

He would be worried about the 

Black Gorilla’s threat a while ago, but since he had risen to the ranks of 

Platinum Dragon Guards, he had no fear of a complaint. 
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“Very well. You asked for this! Somebody! Take me to see a Gold Drag

on Guard! I’m going to make a complaint about Leon Wolf!” the Black 

Gorilla shouted arrogantly as he walked toward 

the door of the holding cell in the hope of catching the others‘ attention. 

Once a Gold Dragon Guard or Platinum Dragon Guard got 

involved, Leon would 

be punished for abusing his power to imprison the Black Gorilla. 

Baam! Baam! 

As though his call was answered, Oliver and Abraham 

opened the door and walked inside. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Who is shouting?” 



Oliver and Abraham were both confused. 

They ran all the way to the National Security Department and ran into C

aptain Scots, who told them that 

Leon was in the holding cell, so they hurried over to meet Leon. 

As soon as they walked into the area, they heard 

the Black Gorilla yelling, and both of them were confused by 

the situation. 

“This is perfect!” The Black Gorilla was pleased to see Oliver and Abra

ham. 

As one of the Southern Boss’s subordinates, he had countless encounters

 with the Dragon Corps in the past, and though he did not know Oliver, h

e had seen Abraham a few times before. 

He knew that Abraham was a Gold Dragon Guard and a top–

tier one at that. Just as he wanted to file a complaint against Leon, Abrah

am appeared right before him, and the Black Gorilla was overjoyed. 

“Mister Scottson, you came at the right time! I want to complain about t

his kid, Leon Wolf, for abusing his power…” The Black Gorilla pointed 

at Leon and started making accusations. 

“What?” Abraham froze. 

Alfred had assigned both Abraham and Oliver to be 

Leon’s subordinates, which made Leon their direct superior, yet the Blac

k Gorilla was foolish enough to complain about 

their superior in front of them. 

“Black Gorilla, have you gone mad? Who are you to complain 

about Mister Wolf? Do you have a death wish?! 

Enraged, Abraham kicked the Black Gorilla away. 



” 

He had seen the Black Gorilla in the past and knew that he was hardly a 

decent man. 

Abraham was a hot–

tempered man, and had Leon not been in the room, he would have given 

the Black Gorilla a beating. 

“Mister Scottson, wh…what are you doing?” The Black Gorilla 

was frustrated and crawled up from the ground. Soon, realization dawne

d on him that Abraham might be protecting Leon because the two knew 

each other in private. “So, you two are working together! I want to see a 

Platinum Dragon Guard. I’m going to file a complaint about the two of y

ou working together to abuse your power!” he roared. 

Since Abraham was determined to protect Leon, the Black Gorilla could 

only take his complaint to a higher 

level. 

He refused to believe that a Platinum Dragon Guard would protect Leon 

as well because that would defeat the meaning of the Dragon Corps‘ exis

tence in the first place 
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“You want to meet with a Platinum Dragon Guard? Sure! Mister Wolf h

ere is a Platinum Dragon Guard! Make your complaint to him, then!” Ab

raham sneered and shot the Black Gorilla a look of contempt. 

The Black 

Gorilla was utterly stunned by his words. “What? Did you just say that L



eon is a Platinum Dragon Guard?! How is that possible?!” The Black Go

rilla gaped in disbelief. 

Outside the entrance to the National Security Department, he saw that L

eon was only an ordinary 

Dragon. Guard, and to his bewilderment, Leon had transformed into a Pl

atinum Dragon Guard within a matter of minutes. 

“We are both second–

level Gold Dragon Guard, Abraham and Oliver. Greetings, Mister Wolf

…” 

Abraham ignored the Black Gorilla and bowed alongside Oliver toward 

Leon. 

“What the…” The Black Gorilla was shocked as he confirmed that Leon

 was a Platinum Dragon Guard. 

In his knowledge, the Platinum Dragon Guards were the highest 

level one could reach within the Dragon Corps in the southern region, an

d if Leon were already at the highest level in the organization, he would 

not be able to file a complaint about Leon. 

His heart sank at the realization. 

“Gold Dragon Guard? Why are you two here?” Leon scanned Abraham 

and Oliver in confusion. 

Despite the minor conflict outside Alfred’s office, it was not significant, 

and since Oliver had apologized, Leon put the conflict behind him, so he

 was surprised that the two had come looking for him. 

“Sir, Mister Glasbey has assigned us as your subordinates…” Oliver exp

lained Alfred’s arrangement briefly. 

“I see! I appreciate the gesture!” Leon was overjoyed and beamed. 



Since he was a non–

staff personnel, he would encounter difficulty in carrying out his duty. H

owever, with two subordinates to assist him, everything would be much 

easier. 

Before Leon could say anything, Oliver fell onto his knees. 

Abraham hesitated for a moment before doing the same. 

“What are the two of you 

doing? Get up!” Startled, Leon immediately reached out to help the two 

up. 

“You probably don’t know this, but my older brother and Abraham’s rel

ative died trying to arrest Asmodeus… Thank you for avenging our love

d ones…” Oliver explained gratefully. 

“I see!” Leon finally understood why the two had kneeled before him all

 of a sudden. 

“Abraham, Oliver, please get up! Asmodeus is a ruthless man and elimin

ating him is simply my duty. You don’t have to thank me…” Leon said i

n a much gentler tone as he helped the two up. 
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“Mister Wolf, we can never repay what you’ve done for us… From now 

on, just let us know whatever you need and we will do our best to delive

r…” Oliver and Abraham said earnestly. 

Not only had Loen avenged the deaths of their loved ones, but Leon had 

also become their direct superior, and they were both more than willing t

o head Leon’s every command. 



“You don’t have to be so serious…” Leon shook his head with a smile w

hen an idea popped up in his mind. “I do have something that I need you

r help with, though! 

“What is it?” 

“Anything you want, Sir!” 

Oliver and Abraham both said. 

“The Black Gorilla has committed 

countless crimes, but refuses to admit to any of them! Look into his past 

in the next few days and gather as much proof as you can! I want him to 

remain in prison for the rest of his life!” Leon commanded fiercely. 

He had meant to be merciful and tried to offer the Black Gorilla a chanc

e to reflect on his faults, but he refused to do so, which enraged Leon. 

‘If that’s the case, he can rot in 

prison for the rest of his life!‘ Leon thought. 

“Yes!” Oliver and Abraham said in unison. 

“Don’t…” The Black Gorilla 

collapsed onto the ground, feeling as though he had been struck by light

ning. 

He had only dared to challenge Leon’s authority because he assumed 

that Leon was at too low a level to rival the Southern Boss, who was the 

ruler of the southern region. 

The Dragon Corps was dedicated to maintaining order and would 

rarely attack people as influential as the Southern Boss over insignificant

 matters. However, Leon had transformed into a Platinum Dragon Guard

, putting him on the very top of the pyramid, and even the Southern Boss

 would have to be cautious around 



Leon. 

Even if Leon were determined to kill the Black Gorilla, the Southern Bo

ss would not be able to protect him. 

All underground 

activities fell in the gray areas of the legal system, and though the Black 

Gorilla had been careful, the Dragon Corps was more than capable of fin

ding proof of his crimes in order to sentence him to prison for the rest of 

his life. 

“Leon…Wait, no. Mister Wolf, I confess. I am willing to confess…” the

 Black Gorilla shouted, the arrogance on his face vanishing without a tra

ce. 

Though he might face imprisonment for a few years if he confessed to hi

s crime, it was a far more desirable option in comparison to a lifetime se

ntence, and he was smart enough to tell the difference. 

“Why haven’t you 

done so earlier? It’s too late for a confession!” Leon sneered and ignored

 the Block Gorilla before turning to leave with Oliver and Abraham. 

He had given the Black Gorilla multiple chances to confess to his crimes

, but since the Black Gorilla refused to take the chances, Leon saw no po

int in being merciful. 

“But…” The Black Gorilla gaped. 

He had finally offered to confess but did not expect Leon to lose patienc

e and refuse to listen. 

Instantly, he realized just how foolish he had been to cross Leon, but it 

was all too late. 
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“Mister Wolf, don’t go… I was wrong. I will confess now. Please give 

me another chance…” The Black Gorilla caved as he watched Leon and 

the others leave the room. He crawled toward Leon and pleaded for anot

her 

chance. 

“It’s not happening! I told 

you that it’s too late! Save your confession for the prison you end up in!

” Leon scoffed and shoved the Black Gorilla aside before striding towar

d the door. 

As Leon opened the door, the Black Gorilla knew that he would never se

e the sun again once Leon left, and at that very moment, a thought forme

d in his mind. 

“Mister Wolf, wait… Charlie Martell is the person who asked me to atta

ck you!” he shouted out the truth 

about his attack. 

“What?!” Leon paused. “What did you just say, Black Gorilla? Did you 

say that Charlie Martell sent you to attack me?” Leon narrowed his eyes 

coldly and turned around. 

“Yeah…” The Black Gorilla nodded and proceeded to explain everythin

g in detail. 

“Damn you, Charlie Martell! How dare you?!” Leon was furious. He tho

ught that the Black Gorilla attacked him with the intention of stealing th

e Spiritual Pearl and had never imagined learning that Charlie was the o

ne pulling the strings. 

Despite knowing that Iris was Leon’s girlfriend, Charlie proposed to mar

ry 



her, and on top of that, he ordered the Black Gorilla to attack Leon in sec

ret. 

Needless to say, Leon was fuming. 

“How dare he?! Sir, just say the word and we will arrest Charlie Martell 

right away!” Oliver and Abraham said angrily. 

Not only was Leon their superior, but he had also avenged their loved on

es‘ deaths, and they could not stand idly by as Charlie schemed against 

Leon. 

“Well…” Leon’s expression darkened. 

His first thought was to arrest Charlie, but he immediately cast the thoug

ht aside. 

He had not suffered any injury, and even if he had managed to capture C

harlie, Charlie would only be locked away for a short period of time. Sin

ce Leon’s identity was meant to be a secret, having 

two Dragon Guards arrest Charlie might expose his connection to the Dr

agon Corps, which would only cause him trouble. 

“Forget it! I will remember what he did and make him pay when the cha

nce presents itself!” Leon made his decision swiftly. 

The Black Gorilla might have blamed it all on Charlie, but 

Leon knew that Charlie was in no position to command the Black Gorill

a, who worked for the Southern Boss. However, since Cynthion Group h

ad just started its business in the southern region, Leon was powerless co

mpared to the Southern Boss. 

Since he was not injured from the attack, he could only be patient for the

 bigger picture and make the ones. who plotted against him pay when he 

had the chance. 

 



 


